
4th Six Weeks - 2019-2020

High School

Spanish (multilevel)
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Spanish I Spanish II Honors Spanish III AP Spanish IV AP Spanish V
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Verbs - saber/conocer                                    

Pastimes / hobbies                   

Weather                                    

El Caribe                                  

Sports                   

Reflexive verbs                        

Daily activities/clothing              

Parts of body/health                  

Puerto Rico                              

Adjectives / the preterit

Subjunctive                                  

Health and wellness                      

AP body vocabulary                   

Doctor visits, complaints               

Ecuador/ Peru/ Bolivia

Imperative, present perfect 

subjunctive tenses                               

Cardinal and ordinal 

numbers     Gustar                                          

Readings

Adjectives                                

Comparatives and 

superlatives                             

Demonstrative/possessive 

adjectives
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Form and utilize verbs              

Discuss hobbies/pastimes         

compare cultures of the 

Caribbean

Shopping                                 

Express personal habits and 

routines                       

Describe body parts               

Forming and using verbs

Express emotion/doubt                

Discuss fitness/health                   

Discuss features of 

Ecuador/Peru/Bolivia                  

Give advice or an opinion       

Analyze literature                         

Discuss themes                            

Express wishes, desires, 

obligations                       

Manipulate variety of tenses

Discuss literary devices and 

themes                                     

Compare and contrast 

attributes of characters             

Discuss characterization
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Create and illustrate a verb 

book                                          

Create an autobiography         

Create a sports 

advertisement  

Create a comic strip on your 

daily routine                             

Create a Hollywood survey                   

Draw a dream closet                

Describe a past event

Design an emotions T-shirt                                                                                                                                                                                                

Draw and label a life-size 

person or animal                                     

Write a letter of complaint or 

advice

Write a letter of 

recommendation for school 

improvements                                           

Write an essay on a poem                                   

Describe a balcony

Write a reflection essay on 

repression of women               

Write a love letter                     

Brainstorm on title of novel       

Create a character flow chart              
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What are major landmarks in 

El Caribe?                                    

How would you discuss your 

pastimes?                               

What are your hobbies?    

What is your daily routine?       

How do you express the 

past? Which family members 

are the tallest? Shortest?

What are important 

landmarks in Peru?                                          

How do you express your 

emotions?  Describe them?          

How can you live healthy?

What are the themes of the 

poetry you've read?                               

Why is Lorca important?                                     

How do you express an 

obligation, a wish?

Give a brief synopsis of the 

reading                               

How do you compare in 

Spanish?                                  

Can you express ownership                 
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Encourage students to 

review vocabulary 10 

minutes daily                                      

Teach vocabulary to other 

family members                                                                        

Encourage students to 

review vocabulary daily                       

Encourage students to  

make and study verb charts                                                                                        

Encourage students to 

create verb charts                                                                                                                                                    

Encourage daily vocabulary 

review and reading aloud

Encourage students to read 

and study vocabulary daily                           

Encourage students to keep 

story boards                                                                    

Encourage students to 

manage their reading time 

daily                                         

Encourage a vocabulary 

journal of new words


